Abstract. A piecewise smooth model is proposed and called HSSSVM-CM for short in the hidden space. Mapping the training data to the hidden space with a hidden function, HSSSVM-CM divides the original data into several subclasses by C means; derives the smooth differentiable unconstrained model by utilizing the entropy function to approximate the plus function of the slack vector, and introduces linking rules to combine classification results of various subclasses. Simulations on benchmark data demonstrate that HSSSVM-CM maintains good classification accuracies, reduces the training time and hardly varies with kernel parameters.
Introduction
Support vector machine (SVM) [1] is developed as an prominent method for the small-sample data and has gained wide attention. However, the kernel must satisfy the rigorous Mercer condition; only the symmetric and positive definite function can be used as the kernel which of course rejects some usable functions, such as the compact support kernel function.
Hidden space support vector machine (HSSVM) extends the set of usable kernels [2] , which only requires the hidden function to be symmetry. Researches on HSSVM include constructing sparse or ensemble algorithms [3] [4] , applying it new area [5] . However, HSSVM needs to solve a constrained program and requires long training time for large scale data.
Smooth support vector machine (SSVM) has mathematical properties such as strong convexity and infinitely often differentiability, which attracts many scholars to research from various aspects [6] [7] [8] . But they can not get rid of the restriction on kernel function to be positive definite.
Inspired by the advantages of HSSVM and smoothing techniques [9] [10] , this paper presents a new smooth model called HSSSVM-CM in hidden space with C Means clustering. Firstly, the training data are mapped into the hidden space and then partitioned into several subclasses by CM. Secondly; a smooth support vector machine model is derived by replacing the plus function with the entropy function of the slack vector. Finally, linking rules are proposed to combine classification results of all the subclasses. 
Introduction of Hidden Space
and Newton algorithm is proposed to figure out the optimal solution. For more detail, refer to [8] .
Implementation of HSSSVM-CM
HSSSVM-CM firstly maps the training data (,) TXY = into the hidden space (,)
, derives smooth models in each divided space, and finally uses linking rules to predict label of test data. HSSSVM-CM consisits of three steps, mapping to the hidden space, smooth support vector machne training, and linking rules. The principle of HSSSVM-CM is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
For the selected clustering centers, CM arranges the training data to its nearest cluster, then computes the center of the new cluster, and repeat the iteration until the objective function achieves its minimum.
Linking rule
For the resulted c decision functions, one for each subclass, how to make reasonable use of them is an important procedure to predict the label of any test data.
Step 0 Initialization. Input the test data x and the obtained the hyper plane of each subclass.
Step 1 Judgment. Use the following rule to judge the label and then classify the test data x to the i -th fuzzy group i Z and adopt the decision function.
Complexity analysis
For the l training data, SVM, SSVM, HSSVM and SDWNSVM all train on the whole data; they have space complexity of HSSSVM-CM has much lower space complexity than the aforementioned algorithms. It is expected that HSSSVM-CM has low training time and is more sutiable for large scale data.
Experiments and comparisons
Effectiveness of MSSVM-CMis demonstrated on UCI datasets. All the experiments are carried out on a PC with P4 CPU, 3.06 GHz, 1GB Memory with pure MATALAB Language. Performances variances with the kernel width Breast Cancer is composed of 458 "benign" and 241 "malignant" examples with nine attributes. Set 1 C = for all algorithms, HSSSVM-CM is compared with SVM, SSVM and HSSVM with Gaussian kernel. Fifty percent are randomly selected as the training set, leaving the others as the testing set. Performances are illustrated in table 1. Performances on moderate scale data Banana data consists of 400 training and 4900 testing data, two attributes for each sample. HSSSVM-CM is compared with SSVM, HSSVM and SHSSVM, where the parameters are set 1 C = , 0.5 σ = and 0.1 p = , "CS" and "RBF" are respectively the short for "compact support kernel function"and "Gaussian radial basis kernel function", the accuracy is the averaged value of the accuracies on the training and testing set, the blank means that it cannot be computed. The performances are illustrated in table 2. The following conclusions are directly drawn from three aspects based on data in the above table.
(1) HSSSVM-CM has the highest accuracies, possesses the lowest training time under positive definite kernel and the symmetric kernel, and has the least iteration among the three smooth algorithms, SSVM, SHSSVM and HSSSVM-CM.
(2) HSSSVM-CM has higher training accuracies, lower time and identical iteration with RBF kernel than CS kernel.
We also carry out the experient on Iris data. The results are illustrated in It should be noted that the blank " \' means that it cannot be computed, since SSVM and HSSVM cannot use the non-positive definite kernel. It is obvious to see that, HSSSVM-CM has the highest accuracies, lowest trainig time and least iterations among the four algorithms.
Conclusions
HSSSVM-CM broadens the usable kernel functions, has short training time, high accuracies and good robustness. Future work includes producing new piecewise technique to partition the samples, exploiting new linking rules to combine results of subclasses or finding efficient ways to set optimal value of parameters.
